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A tourist paradise which is located just between the gorgeous Pacific and Indian Ocean, Australia is
truly the unique tourist destinations in the entire globe. This beautiful country is an iconic tourist
destination and is the most sought after by the vacationers. Lovingly this beautiful country is called
as â€˜Down Underâ€™ and is dotted with wide varieties of tourist attractions and destinations which are
extraordinary beauty. This beautiful country spoils the choice of the vacationers as it has endless
attractions and destinations which will elate the heart of every visitorâ€™s heart.   

Australia is truly a dream destination for all the vacationers and is one of the beautiful places where
Christmas can be celebrated during the summer. So, plan to celebrate this Christmas in summer by
visiting Australia and explore some of the magnificent tourist attractions and destinations. So, just
donâ€™t dream contact a leading Australia tour operator and customize a package and explore the
fascinating tourist destinations and its astounding tourist attractions. As this splendid country offers
different categories of hotels thus offering different choices to the all sorts of vacationers, can be
online booked or along with the tour operators according to your choice and budget.

Some of the major Australia tourist places which easily will leave the vacationers spell bound on
your visit are as follows:

Hunter Valley

Hunter Valley is one of the most beautiful tourist destinations which will never forget in your life. This
beautiful place is home to excellent wines which easily attracts the vacationers from all over the
globe. This intoxicating place is situated in the foothills of the Brokenback Ranges, in famous
Pokolbin. Apart form the finest wine this wonderful place is very worth to discover its modern and
traditional art and craft. This scenic valley was established some 150 years ago. If you are an
enthusiast of natural beauty, wildlife, fanatical golfer, lover of wine and a gormandizer truly Hunter
Valley offers every thing to every one. There are numerous galleries with abundant full of antiques,
art, crafts and old souvenir which can be bought. Beside the tourists this place is also famous for the
locals as they visit for romantic weekend or midweek break. Truly this is a paradise where
everything is offered which easily enhances the beauty of Australia tourism. 

Great Barrier Reef

As visiting to this wonderful destination Great Barrier Reef cannot be escaped as this is the major
site and is breathtakingly beautiful and is very tough to describe its extraordinary beauty in any
words. It is also considered as the most well protected marine site in the entire world. This
astounding Reef stretches eight six million acres along the North Eastern Australian Coast. The awe
inspiring nature and the diverse range of marine life are truly shher wonders which are going to
overcast a magical spell on your visit to this incredible Reef in Australia.

Beside these there are numerous destinations and attractions which truly are very worth to visit and
explore and make your vacation more delightful and wonderful. Australia travel guide will be very
help full as you explore the country and its awesome tourist attractions and destinations.
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